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Chairman’s message

It gives me great pleasure and 
honor to introduce to you Ariane 

Fine Porcelain products.

Our long and successful experience 
in the field of ceramics & porcelain tableware, combined 

with creativity, technical know-how and knowledge of the 
international market, led us to create a new entity, Ariane Fine 

Porcelain.

At Ariane Fine Porcelain westrive to produce designer collections 
with the best possible quality, to suit most trends and satisfy our 
customers requirements.

We will not spare any effort to give the best services to our clients. 
By dealing with us you will enjoy the difference.

Dr. Khater Massaad
Chairman

Ariane Fine Porcelain

The launch of two new collections:
Brasserie and Style.

Thanks to our technical know-how, the latest generation of 
industrial equipment, and a creative team of experts, a high-
quality durable product is born, suitable for all professional 
hospitality businesses, offering a range of options from the most 
refined restaurants to the more demanding catering segment.

All our collections are designed by industry professionals for 
industry professionals, encompassing creativity, functionality, 
durability and timelessness.

The successful combination 
of professional experience, 
creativity, unique technical 
know-how and the care given 
to the fine details, make 
Ariane Fine Porcelain one of 
the leaders of the porcelain 
industry, as for professionals.
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Our designers Alain & 
Dominique Vavro work with 

two heads, four hands, and 
thousand colors. Sensitized 

to the vibrations of the 
masters’ paintings, Mondrian’s 
constructions, and the furious 
Picasso, they remain faithful to 
pens, pencils, paintbrushes and tracing paper, allies that enable them to 
extend their ideas and catapult their images.

Dubbed by the greatest, including Bocuse, they have explored for more 
than twenty years, the constantly changing world of porcelain and 
tableware. Depositaries of the designs for Ariane Fine Porcelain’s new 
collections, they lend their experience and sensitivity at the service of 
this great project: to make of this company an aesthetic leader of 
high-end porcelain tableware.



Our first range Brasserie 
aims to be more generic, 
convenient to the largest 
number of venues, with 
the product attributes 
of high resistance, and 
a five-year guarantee 
against rim-chipping, 
and numerous func-
tionalities. 
All items are practi-
cal, since they are 
stackable.
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BRASSERIE
Stackable mug 

BR00051030 ..........................30cl

Non-stackable mug

BR00052030 ..........................30cl

Saucer Round

BR00014017 .......................17cm
BR00014015 .......................15cm
BR00014013 .......................13cm

Saucer Oval

BR00016021 .......................21cm
BR00016019 .......................19cm
BR00016017 .......................17cm

Non-stackable cup

BR00042030 ..........................30cl
BR00042028 ..........................28cl
BR00042023 ..........................23cl
BR00042020 ..........................20cl
BR00042009 ............................9cl

Stackable cup

BR00041028 ..........................28cl
BR00041020 ..........................20cl
BR00041018 ..........................18cl
BR00041009 ............................9cl

Flat plate

BR00011031 .......................31cm
BR00011029 .......................29cm
BR00011027 .......................27cm
BR00011024 .......................24cm
BR00011021 .......................21cm
BR00011017 .......................17cm
BR00011015 .......................15cm

Deep plate

BR00012029 .......................29cm
BR00012026 .......................26cm
BR00012023 .......................23cm

Soup bowl no handle  
stackable

BR00023018 .......................18cm
BR00023016 .......................16cm
BR00023014 .......................14cm

Soup Bowl 2 handles  
stackable

BR00027030 ..........................30cl
BR00023030 ..........................30cl

Oval plate

BR00015038 .................38x26cm
BR00015032 .................32x23cm
BR00015022 .................22x16cm

Collection
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BRASSERIE

Gravy boat

BR00031025 ..........................25cl

Egg cup

BR00078013 .......................13cm

Flower vase

BR00074001

Mezza Bowl

BR00025017 .......................17cm
BR00025013 .......................13cm

Butter ramequin

BR00075018 ..........................18cl
BR00075012 ..........................12cl
BR00075006 ............................6cl

Creamer

BR00064035 ..........................35cl
BR00064020 ..........................20cl
BR00064010 ..........................10cl

Sugar pack holder

BR00077009 .................9x3x3cm

Sugar pot

BR00066020 ..........................20cl

Sugar pot lid

BR00067020 ..........................20cl

Coffee pot / Tea pot

BR00061080 /  
BR00062080 ..........................80cl
BR00061040 /  
BR00062040 ..........................40cl

Tea pot lid / Coffee pot lid

BR00063080 /  
BR00065080 ..........................80cl
BR00063040 /  
BR00065040 ..........................40cl
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The Style line is 
addressed to all 
gastronomic estab-
lishments with high 
finesse and refined 
articles.

STYLECollection
Coupe bowl

ST00029025 ........................25cm
ST00029020 ........................20cm
ST00029015 ........................15cm

Oval plate

ST00015033 ........................33cm
ST00015023 ........................23cm

Gourmet flate plate

ST00017028 ........................28cm
ST00017022 ........................22cm

Gourmet flate plate lid

ST00018028 ........................28cm
ST00018022 ........................22cm

Flat plate

ST00011031 ........................31cm
ST00011028 ........................28cm
ST00011025 ........................25cm
ST00011022 ........................22cm
ST00011017 ........................17cm

Coupe flat plate

ST00111031 ........................31cm
ST00111028 ........................28cm
ST00111025 ........................25cm
ST00111022 ........................22cm
ST00111017 ........................17cm

Gourmet deep plate

ST00012028 ........................28cm
ST00012022 ........................22cm
ST00012015 ........................15cm

Salad bowl non stackable

ST00022024 ........................24cm
ST00022021 ........................21cm
ST00022016 ........................16cm

Deep plate

ST00012030 ........................30cm
ST00012025 ........................25cm

Soup bowl 2 handles  
non-stackable

ST00028030 ...........................30cl

Salt shaker

ST00071000
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STYLE

Sugar pot

ST00066020 ...........................20cl

Sugar pot lid

ST00067020 ...........................20cl

Coffee pot

ST00061080 ...........................80cl
ST00061040 ...........................40cl

Coffee pot lid

ST00065080 ...........................80cl
ST00065040 ...........................40cl

Tea pot

ST00062080 ...........................80cl
ST00062040 ...........................40cl

Tea pot lid

ST00063080 ...........................80cl
ST00063040 ...........................40cl

Creamer

ST00064025 ...........................25cl
ST00064015 ...........................15cl

Non-stackable mug

ST00052030 ...........................30cl

Non-stackable cup

ST00042027 ...........................27cl
ST00042020 ...........................20cl
ST00042009 .............................9cl

Saucer round

ST00014018 ........................18cm
ST00014016 ........................16cm
ST00014014 ........................14cm

Bowl non-stackable

ST00026016 ........................16cm
ST00026014 ........................14cm
ST00026012 ........................12cm
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Quality without Compromise

Dishwasher Safe
Our extremely high firing temperature 
allow colors, patterns and design elements 
to fuse permanently with the body of 
the product, making it highly resistant 
to repeated dish washing cycles at any 
temperature.

Limited Danger in Case of Breakage
The products are designed to avoid 
breakage hazards, as they break cleanly 
into safely manageable pieces.

High Chip Resistance
The significant composition of high 
alumina raw material offers strength and 
resistance against chipping at critical 
points such as edges of cups, plates and 
handles. This configuration reinforces the 
porcelain, reducing risk of breakage and 
increasing the product’s endurance.

Thermal Shock Proof
Ariane Fine Porcelain not only retains heat 
to keep the food warm, but is also resistant 
to variations in temperature.

Absolute Functionality
All our designs focus on sheer functionality 
to conform to industry guidelines. Most of 
our items are stackable including cups, 
bowls and platters, a design ingenuity that 
facilitates efficient optimization of space.

Microwave & Salamander Safe
High temperature firing imparts safety from 
microwave and salamander deterioration.

Sleek & glossy Appearance
The special glaze fired at high 
temperatures not only gives all our 
products a smooth and polished finish, 
but also ensures a non-porous surface for 
higher levels of hygiene.

Abrasion Proof
The extraordinary glazing fired under 
highly controlled conditions ensures strong 
resistance to scratches and abrasions.



ARIAne PORCelAIn euROPe
Via Ghiarola Nuova 140,

Fiorano Modenese
Modena – Italy

Phones: +33-6-72 95 18 34

 STAR PORCelAIn lIMITeD  
RAK Tower, Level 11, Plot 1/A,  

Jashimuddin Avenue, Sector 03,  
Uttara Model Town,  

Dhaka 1230, Bangladesh.

Phones: +88 02 8959693, 8932921
Fax: +88 02 8959698

Contacts 

www.arianeporcelain.com


